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� Misc information:  
¡   Preserves food, prevents decay, sharpens 

razors (north-south orientation sharpens, 
east-west orientation dulls razor per 
scanning electron microscope 

� Possible purposes:  Harness spiraling torsion 
waves of Earth (location of most powerful 
torsion waves of Earth) 
¡ Stabilize Earth grid:  protect against 

earthquakes, volcanic activity? 
¡  Initiation- mystery school 



�  Built 17 pyramids in Russia 
�  Conducted numerous experiments 
�  Pictures below:  44 M (144 ft) pyramids, weighs 55 tons 
�  Son, Anatol Golod, collaborating with Dr. Peter deSalvo, for more 

experiments (Great Pyramid of Giza Research Association) 
�  Experiments carried out by Russian National Academy of Sciences 



Immune system of organisms increased upon 
exposure in the pyramid  (Leukocyte composition of 
the blood increased). Also increased regeneration 
of tissues) 
   
- Agricultural seeds placed in the pyramid for 1-5 
days showed a 30-100% increase in yield 
   
- Russian Military radar (locator) spotted an 
energy column rising several miles high in the sky 
above the 22m Lake Seliger pyramid.  Several 
months after this pyramid was built, the Ozone layer 
improved in the atmosphere in Russia. 
   
-Areas near the pyramids seem to have diminished 
seIsmic activity.  Instead of one large powerful 
earthquake occurring, there are hundreds of tiny 
ones.  Also violent weather seems to decrease in 
the area of the pyramids. 
   
 

  
 



-Pyramid complex was built in an oil field in 
Southern Russia (Bashkiria).  The oil became 
lighter (less viscous) by 30% and the yield of the oil 
wells increased.  These results were confirmed by 
(Gubkin) Moscow Academy of Oil and Gas. 
   
-Newborns were given solutions that had been 
placed in the pyramid and their health indexes 
increased greatly. 
   
-Experiments with about 5000 people in jails in 
Russia showed that in a few months most crimes 
almost disappeared and behavior was much 
improved.  This was attributed to the salt and 
pepper added to their food which had been placed 
beforehand in the Pyramid. 
   
- 



The potency of pharmaceuticals increased with 
decreasing side effects. 
   
- There is an increase in survival of cellular tissue 
infected by viruses and bacteria  – The pyramids 
decrease the strength of various viruses and bacteria. 
   
 
When radioactive waste is placed inside the pyramids, 
there is a decrease in their level of radioactivity 
   
-Spontaneous charging of capacitors   
   
-Changes in superconductivity temperature thresholds 
and properties of semiconductors and carbon materials. 
   
- Ordinary water does not freeze even at 40 degrees 
below zero and retains its properties for years. 
   
-Synthesized diamonds turn out harder and purer. 
   
It is interesting that the results seem to show that 
increasing the height of the pyramid increases the 
quality of the results.  



� India – Kirti Betai:  
¡  Built 36,000 smaller pyramids for healing; many 

claims of healing at his Dhaar Self Care Center 

� Belief – Antenna:   
¡  Pyramid shape acts as an antenna that focuses 

torsion waves from the Earth grid into its center 
� Pyramid power 

¢  Flow of energy moving through a pyramid shape 
acts like a funnel and causes a vortex to form 
(torsion) 
�  Analogous to shapes affecting a water current 
�  Pyramid like a machine with no moving parts 

� From BioGeometry:   
¡  Powerful levels of BG3 energies, but must correct 

for vertical green energies 



�  Information: 
¡  >12,500 Years old.  2 Million limestone blocks.  Height: 40 story 

bldg.  Width:  2.5 football fields.  Bedrock foundation chiseled with 
precision on 2 cm off perfect level.  Weight of blocks:  steam 
engine locomotive, smallest blocks weigh a ton.  Mortar joints razor 
thin.  Precision of alignment:  only 3 minutes, 6 seconds off 
perfect.  Sarcophagi:  Hard granite, perfectly square, surfaces 
perfectly flat  

�  Modern Construction: 
¡  Egyptologist Mark Lehner and Japanese team funded by Nissan – 

failed to construct a 6 meter and 18 meter high pyramid using 
modern technology (bulldozers, cranes, jackhammers, helicopters).  
Technology  for construction beyond us today. 

�  Questioned as to burial purpose – no mummy ever found 
�  Edgar Cayce:  Atlantean origin.  Secrets revealed when Hall of 

Records opened, entrance at left paw of Sphinx 
¡  John West/Robert Schoch – looked at weathering of Sphinx: 

¢  Seismic scanning reveals a chamber beneath Sphinx’ s paw 
Erosion on Sphinx by water, not sand – suggests origin10,000 to 
5,000 BC 





�  Triple Triangular Theory (Rick Howard):  Pi, Phi, e  
�   Dimension in royal cubits (used by ancient Egyptians) 
�  Pi = 2xbase/height = 3.14159 (2x440/280) 
�  Phi = sloping side/half base length   

¡  356/220 = 1.618 

�  Egyptians knew of Golden Mean Ratio at least a 1000 years 
before Pythagoras (Greece) 

�  Exact location of Great Pyramid:  Related to speed of light:  
29.9792458 degrees North 
¡  Speed of light:  29,979.2458 x10 million meters/sec 
¡  Divide speed of light by distance from equator to North Pole, we 

get 29,979.2458 
    (meter is 10 millionth of distance from equator to North Pole) 



� Earth – imperfect sphere, larger diameter at equator 
(centrifugal force) 
¡  Perimeter of Pyramid:  Represents equatorial radius 

of Earth = half a minute of equatorial longitude 
¢ Perimeter of Great Pyramid x 2 x 60 x360 or 

43,200 = circumference of Earth at equator in km 
(99.5% accuracy) 

¡ Height of Pyramid:  Represents polar radius of Earth 
¢ Height of Great Pyramid x 43,200 = polar radius of 

Earth (99.3% accuracy) 



�  Height of Pyramid related to distance from Earth to Sun 
�  Distance Earth to Sun = 147 x 104 km or 280 x 109 royal cubits 
�  Correlation between pyramids and planets: 

¡  P1=Great Pyramid Khufu = Earth 
¡  P2=Pyramid Khafre = Venus 
¡  P3= Pyramid Menkaure = Mars & Mercury 
¡  Base of each pyramid corresponds to diameter of their planet 
¡  P1-P2 and P2-P3 relate to solar orbital time differences between 

Earth & Mars 
�  Length of solar year reflected in Great Pyramid 

¡  Length of base = 365.25 Egyptian cubits 
¡  Draw circle touching walls of Ante-chamber, circumference =365.25 

inches 



� Torsion waves linked to conscious energy:   

¡  Use in spiritual initiation, healing and awakening 
 
¡ Mystery schools –  

¢ Teachings of the right eye of Horus:  sacred 
geometry, creation from primeval waters and Nun 
(ether) - Cosmic serpents Iru-Tu emerged from 
primeval waters to create the physical world – “I 
am the outflow of the Primeval Flood, he who 
emerged from the waters. I am the ‘Provider of 
Attributes’ serpent with its many coils. I am the 
Scribe of the Divine Book which says what has 
been and affects what is yet to be.”  



Cosmic serpents Iru-Tu 

¢  Could be aether physics – with torsion waves (Phi spiral serpent 
Iru-Tu) arising from the aether (primeval waters) to create 
physical matter and attributes 

¢  Iru-Tu is depicted with 2 heads – could be torsion wave created 
by 2 opposite electromagnetic waves (Tom Bearden); could be 
positive/negative; male/female 

¢  Iru-Tu also states: “I extended everywhere, in accordance with 
what was to come into existence, I bent right around myself. I 
was encircled in my coils; one who made a place for himself in 
the midst of his coils.” 

�  Could be static torsion field – donut shaped torus, the center 
of which is focal point of awareness and consciousness 

�  Could be spiral vortex motion going to center and out 
(centripetal/centrifugal) described by Walter Russell as basis 
of creation 



�  The caduceus symbol:  
¡  Iru –Tu Serpents 
¡  Symbol carried by Toth and Hermes Trismegistus  

¢  Toth was suppose to be the builder of the Great Pyramid 

�  Initiation:   
¡  Pass through the schools of the right eye and left eye of Horus 
¡  Placed inside sarcophagus in King’s Chamber where strong torsion 

waves  changed conscious state of initiate 
¡  Some believe Jesus went through initiation to achieve Christ 

Consciousness 

¡  Read:  Elizabeth Haich:  The Initiation 



Edgar Cayce, 1932 on Great Pyramid: 
¡  All changes that came in the religious thought in the world are 

shown there, in variations in which the passage through same is 
reached, from the base to the top or to the open tomb and the 
top. These are signified by both the layer and the colour and in 
what direction the turn is made.  

¡  History and future of spiritual turns encoded in Great Pyramid 
¡  Peter Lemusier 

¢  Key:  Enoch circle in Ante-Chamber:  1 inch = 1 year 
¢  Start line:  Descending passage – 2 scored lines for 2623 BC 

(summer solstice) 
¢  Intersection of descending and ascending passageway:  Exodus of 

Moses (1453 BC) change from polytheism to monotheism 
¢  Entrance of Grand Gallery:  Ascension of Jesus (April 1, 33 BC) 
¢  End of Grand Gallery:  Elevation called Great Step (1958 to 1998) 

– Edgar Cayce said it will be the time of great Earth changes 
¢  King’s Chamber:  End of timeline, a period of immense progress, 

a spiritual revolution – a merging of science and spirituality - 
2012   



�  Coffer in King’s Chamber: produces resonant frequency of 440 Hz 
�  3 Other related resonant frequencies in Chamber:  F#, A, C# and D# 

(Indian Shamans tune their flutes to F#, believing it to be in 
resonance with mother Earth) 

�  Same 4 frequencies in resonance with frequencies in DNA coded by 4 
nucleotides 
¡  David Deamer – UC Santa Cruz:  Measure frequencies with infrared 

light, each DNA base resonates with 15 frequencies for total of 60 
frequencies 

¡  Susan Alexander, musician, transposed frequencies to sound on a 
Yamaha DX Synthesizer:   
¢  Frequencies centered around 4 musical notes:   

�  Corresponded to 4 musical notes of King’s Chamber 
�  When played on a CD titled “Sequencia”, creates feelings of 

connectedness and familiarity 
�  Lends credence to purpose of pyramid:  healing & initiation 



�  Hemispheres (domes) and pyramids radiate negative green 
carrier wave downwards toward the base 

�  Ibrahim Karim’s IKUP pendulum, BG3 pendulum, Heimsberg 
emitter, L-Emitter, Egyptian Wadj pendulum use this principle 

�  Churches, synagogues, mosques, temples have dome or pyramid 
structures to enhance spiritual connection 



�  Initiation:  Located at Pi-Ray  vibration 
�  Has 4 horizontal blocks (resembles “battery pile used by 

French radiesthesists) with triangular arrangement 
resembling hemisphere 
¡  Optimal magnification of  negative green 


